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Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to develop a method which may be used in a practical way for evaluating a
capital investment, particularly an investment in land development in the form of a water spreader.
Part I develops the various aspects of the problem and provides a setting or foundation for the study.
The budget method is described and discussed in relation to its place within the framework of the
theory of the firm. The literature concerning the physical properties of water spreaders is reviewed and
considered in an economic setting.
The methodology of the investigation is presented in Part II. Also a budget is developed for a typical
Northern Great Plains family-operated sheep ranch and alternative budgets are presented for the same
ranch after the installation of a water spreader. The increment to net ranch income' resulting from the
water spreader is discounted to arrive at the net capital value of the investment.
Part III is concerned with the general implications of the study for ranchers' and land administrative
agencies, the limitations of the study, and recommendations for further research.
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-9ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF WATER SPREADER
DEVELOPMENTS ON SOUTHEASTERN
MONTANA RANCHES
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to develop a method which may be used
■in a practical way for evaluating a capital investment, particularly an
investment in land development in the form of a water spreader.
Part I develops the various aspects of the problem and provides a
setting or foundation for the study.. The budget method is described and
discussed in relation to its place within the framework of.the theory of
the firm. The literature concerning the physical properties of water
spreaders is reviewed and considered in an economic setting.
The methodology of the investigation is presented in Part II. Also
a budget is developed for a typical Northern Great Plains family-operated
sheep ranch and alternative budgets are presented for the same ranch
after the installation of a water spreader. The increment to net ranch
income' resulting from the water spreader is discounted to arrive at the
net capital value of the investment.
Part III is concerned with the general implications of the study for
ranchers' and land administrative agencies, the limitations of the study,
and recommendations for further research.
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PART Io

INTRODUCTION

The Problem
-ltAlthough large scale pioneering and homesteading in new areas is
over, new land development, is by no means of the past*

It goes on. con

tinuously, the rate of development fluctuating with economic condi
tions „** l/
This study represents an inquiry into one phase of .the above phenom
enon*

Since the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 193U the boundaries

of the individual ranches of the west have become clearly defined*

Now,

more than ever, ranchers are faced with a fixed land resource*
There are two common problems confronting ranchers in the Northern
Great Plains area*

Clawson states that one of the major problems of the

range livestock industry' is to achieve units large enough to provide the
ranch family with sufficient employment and income*

P/

The other problem

is to obtain a balance of feed resources that will maximize net profits
to a given ranch*
In resolving these problems the rancher has two alternatives.

He

may purchase or lease more land, or make a capital improvement on his
present land or a combination of both*

He/inust determine which alter-

l/

H. H. Wooten and M. R* Purcell, Farm land Development, Present and
Future, U.S.D.A* Cir* 825>, October, 19U9, p* I.

2/
”

Marion Clawson, The Western Ran ge Live stock Industry, New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, 19^0, p. 199,

=>3.1=»
native or combination of alternatives will .yield him the greatest net
return.
It is the objective of this study to develop, step by step, a meth
odology for evaluating land improvement in a ranch economy. •Tb give the
study as great a degree of realism as possible, the specific case of land
development by the use of a water spreader device will be used.
Physical Aspects of Water Spreading
Water spreading, often used synonomously with flood irrigation, is
defined as the practice of diverting flows from ephemeral streams and
distributing the water over permeable soils of valley floors.

3/

Although flood irrigation is relatively new in some localities of the
United States it has a long history.-

Flood water farming was one of the’

important sources of livelihood of the prehistoric sedentary Indians of
the Southwesto- U/

Evidence of these old structures can still be found.

Properly constructed water spreaders, on adaptable sites, have
found great favor with ranchers and farmers.

They provide a practical •

method of controlling gully erosion on range land as well as increasing
forage production.

In many cases water spreaders have saved a valuable

ranch resource by checking gullies from

cutting back1* into productive

3/

D. -Sv Hubbell and J. L. Gardner, Effects of Diverting Sedimentf-LaHen
Runoff From Arroyos to Range and Crop hands, U.S.D.A., Tech. Bui.
No. 10l2, Aug.-, 19^0, p. I.-

4/

Ko Bryan, '’Flood Water Farming,” Geographical Review, XIX (July,
1929), pp v hkb~h%o

-=1,2==

rangeland.

5/

There are many types of water spreaders.

Dikes, dams, ditches,

weeps, headgates, and other devices may be used in getting effective
flood irrigation.
to fit the land.

Water spreaders are not built to pattern but are built
It is apparent then, that these devices will vary con

siderably depending on prevailing conditions.
The objective in any water spreader system should be to utilize, as
completely as possible, the water available in such a way that the stock
resources of the soil are not uneeonomically depleted.

6/

The available

land for development is, of course, a limiting factor here.
There are various schools of thought among engineers on methods of
attaining this objective.

For instance, dikes may be built large enough

to handle the total amount of runoff water that flows in the creek or
smaller dikes may be built and a control system installed at the diversion
point.

Since it is not the scope of this thesis to analyze various engi

neering methods of water spreading it will not be discussed further.
The economic analysis will be based on the water spreader as given.
It must be kept in mind, however, that a change in engineering policy
will effect the economic aspects of the problem.

5/

Wayne H e- Miles, 18Water Spreading18, Soil Conservation, X. (IpliU)3
PP. 73-76, 87.

6/

See S'. V. Ciriacy-Rantrap, "Private Enterprise and Conservation88,
journal of Farm Economics, XXIF (February, 19l|2) pp. 75-96. A, t
stock resource is defined as a resource of which the present rate of
use necessarily reduces the future use.

™
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Soils and Topography - An important consideration in any water
spreading system is soil type and topography5 both on the spreader site
and on the watershed from which the flood water is obtained.

Again this

is chiefly an engineering aspect and only brief reference will be made
to it here,
The most satisfactory type of soil is loam, 5 or 6 feet deep, with
a clay subsoil.

The loam provides a mellow, porous surface which absorbs

water rapidly and the, relatively impervious clay subsoil prevents the
escape of water through leaching,
■Where clay soils are flood irrigated it is desirable to arrange the
dikes so that the water may be ponded.

Clay soils have the capacity to

hold large amounts of water but they do not absorb water readily and
much of the effect of the flood water is lost unless it is held back by
the dikes,

7/

Permeability tests can be made prior to construction in

order that the system may be designed to pond the water for the optimum
length of time.
The soil type on the watershed is significant for several reasons,, ,
Olay soils generally yield a considerable amount of runoff water but it
may be heavily laden with sediment,

Hubbell and Gardner report some

important soil and-vegetational changes due to spreading sediment laden

7/ See G, Ho Bingham and 0, W« Monson, Flood Irrigation, Montana
Agricultural Extension Service Cir,'8U, June, 1937®

~

"lU"
water in New Mexico,

_8/

It has been observed^ by the author, that

generally the only sediment problem which occurs on spreaders in South
eastern Montana is the silting of storage dams.

By proper watershed

.

management this problem can to some extent be resolved.
Watersheds of lighter textured soils and luxuriant vegetation yield
less runoff water but it carries little sediment.

With this type of

watershed, spring runoff is usually quite dependable.

It is obvious that

light spring and summer rains are less likely to provide irrigation water
for a dependent spreader from this type of watershed.
Topography is an extremely important consideration in determining
the feasibility of a spreader site.

In general it is not feasible to

build a spreader on land with more than two percent slope.

It should be

understood, however, that water spreaders are not built to pattern - they
are built to fit the land.

In fitting a spreader to land that is rough .

or steeply sloping a complex system must be used which usually requires
a large capital outlay,

In general, the rougher and steeper the land,

the greater the capital outlay required and the less likely the system
will be economically feasible, .
Vegetational changes - When flood water is diverted to range land
there is a decided change in type, quality, and quantity of vegetation,

8/

Hubbell and Gardner, op, cit,, pp, 30-5)0,

Investigators in-New Mexico found that western wheatgrass (Agropyroh
smithii) was one of the most tolerant grass species' in places' of sedimen
tation,

They found that the additional water benefited all types of

vegetation but the sediment it carried had adverse effects on all grasses
except western wheatgrass.

Total vegetational responses varied with the

amount of rainfall and the amount of sediment- deposited.
yield up to nine hundred percent have been noted,-- 9/

Increases in

'■

Maintenance operations - There has been a wide variation in reports
on maintenance for water spreaders.

Some ranchers have reported no

annual maintenance but this seems to be the exception rather than the
rule.

It is impossible to set up a rule of thumb guide for maintenance

requirements on any spreader project.

It is apparent that maintenance

costs will depend upon the initial planning and care with which the pro
ject is constructed, physical features of the land and Soil,; and vegeta
tion.
There are, however, unforeseeable events which necessitate including
some maintenance in the operating plans for the water spreader
of how well it is constructed.

regardless

Such items as holes caused by rodents,

wash outs caused by flash floods, snow plugged ditches, and other condi
tions will require maintenance, the extent of which can only be esti
mated by careful consideration and good judgement,

9/

See Hubbell and Gardner, op, pit,., pp, 3, 51-62,
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Useful life span" of a -water spreader - An important question which
inevitably arises when contemplating any kind of capital improvement is
how long will it last?

This again is a problem of individual cases and

does not lend itself to any generalization,.
"When storage reservoirs are used in the water spreading system there
is definitely a time limitation upon which storage capacity depends.

This

is variable depending upon the amount of silt which is deposited annually,
•This must be included in the evaluation analysis of the spreader as we
shall see later.
The.usual response to the question on the expected life of water
spreaders by ranchers' in Southeastern*Montana was that it would last
indefinitely with normal maintenance.

Only in the case of storage dams

is there believed to be a major item of depreciation affecting the value
of the investment.
Economic Aspects of Water Spreading
A common ("rule of thumb" method for determining the economic feasi
bility of a ranch water spreader is simply this^

lIf the water spreader

will double forage productions an investment equal to' the value of the
land prior to development is justified,1

Implicit assumptions upon which

this proposal rests are, (I) there are no costs of producing and marketing
the additional product, (2) returns to scale are constant, and (3) there
is a perfect market supply and demand for inputs and outputs, respective
ly,

Upon critical inspection of these assumptions it becomes apparent

that the "rule of thumb" is on tenuous ground and at best is merely a
rough guide.

- 17-

■Other “rules of thumb*' may be set up for use on such problems of
evaluation but it appears that upon close analysis they break down, either
in a general way as exemplified above or in a specific way when applied
to special cases.

The theory of the firm- offers an alternative which.is

not characterized by these weaknesses of breadth and depth.
The theory of the firm defined - In a purely abstract sense the
theory of the firm is a general set of principles relating factors of pro
duction into an economic unit capable of producing economic goods.

The

theory is a product of the enterprise system and is especially adapted to
the capitalistic economy.
The content of the theory of the firm - As a framework for an econom
ic analysis of an enterprise or business, the theory of the firm is in
valuable,

It serves as a tool with which the firm may be reduced to its

component parts.

In effect this breakdown simplifies the previously

highly complex concept, the firm, and puts it in a form that is comprehendible to the human mind.
One assumption, basic to the theory of the firm, is that the entreprenuer is striving for maximum profits.

It will be apparent later that

certain conditions may lead the entreprenuer toward ends inconsistent
with maximizing profits but for the present the assumption shall be ac
cepted.

The theory is as widely accepted in the attempt to maximize pro-

-18fits as the law of supply and demand in determining price.

10/

The equilibrium condition of the firm depends upon the shape of the
market supply curve and the market demand curve and the price for inputs
and outputs.

Enterprise combination, size of the firm, and other deter

minants of equilibrium are all directly dependent on the combination of
these factors.

Production
Figure I.

10/

Unit cost equilibrium of
a firm with a perfectly
elastic market for out
put.

Production
Figure 2.

Total cost equilibri
um for a firm with a
perfectly elastic mar
ket for output.

Earl 0. Heady, "Economic Models in Farm Production Economics
Research," Journal of Farm Economics, XXX (May, 19U8) p. 202

- 19-

Since a stock ranch, characteristically, is in a purely competitive
position with regards to other agricultural firms for inputs and outputs,
the discussion may be limited to a firm of pure competition.

Costs, per

unit of factor, and revenue, per unit of product, can be exemplified by
a line horizontal to the Hx>! axis.

Such a firm will maximize profit by

equating the marginal cost per unit of output and the price per unit of ■
product.

As an illustration. Figure I represents a firm producing at Q,

the level of output that equates the price of the product, P , and the
marginal cost, MG.
.Stated another way, maximum profit will be reached at that product
ion level when the difference between total cost and total revenue is
the greatest (At the production level Q]_ the difference between total
cost arid total revenue is zero.
difference is negative.)

At all other production levels this

The former.method, Figure I, deals with unit

costs while the latter, Figure 2, deals with total costs.

Both methods,

drawn to scale for a given set of conditions, will result in the same
production level at maximum profit.
It is common to subdivide the decisions made, by the firm into two
categoriesF

(I) comine inputs, both technologically and price wise, so

!as to have.the .most economical, cost curve possible,, and (2 ) consider de
mand conditions for the product of the firm.
Relationships between, inputs and outputs are complex.' For any de
sired output both kind and quantity of input is important.

Boulding

holds the entreprenuer analagous to a cook in that he uses a recipe of in

-20
puts, kind and quantity, to give him a desired output.

In the case of

agricultural firms he points out that they are like a cook using an ex
tremely poor oven.

Even though the proper combination and quality of in

puts are used the farmer is faced with uncontrollable inputs that make the
output indefinite,

ll/

Both qualitative and quantitative relationships between inputs and
outputs will be guided by technology since any output requires certain
techniques of production.

Assuming the use of modern technology, a firm

producing a single product will have a cost curve dependent on the level
of output for its shape.

The shape of the cost curve for a firm producing

more than one product will also depend on the enterprise combination with
in the firm.
Since the demand for output, with respect to the single agricultural
firm, is perfectly elastic, the second phase of the decision presents no
problem.

In other words product prices

production level within the firm.

w l 11

not vary with changes in the

Product prices are given and only price

expectations for the future influence the action of the firm from the de
mand side.
This study is primarily concerned with the production cost curve
stage of applying the theory.

The theory of the firm is basic to an ex

planation pf input or resource allocation.

11/

Certain unique conditions

See Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic Analysis, New York, Harper &
Brothers Pub., Revised Edition 19^8, pp. 1:98-/20.

-21effect agricultural firms, however, that may more or less obscure the
significance of the theory.
A critique of the theory of the firm - Among economists, opinions
differ regarding the application of the theory of the firm to farm and
ranch management. ■Professor Schultz states:
In the real world of production, processes of the firm are being
altered continuously. Routine procedure will not suffice. Change
b o m out of dynamic circumstances is ever present. Adjustments are
called for. It is the entreprenuer who decides what shall be done.
Decisions are carried out within the framework of the firm. 12/
Now a somewhat modified stand is taken by Cochrane and Butz as they con
clude:
...the aggregate output of a multiple enterprise farm firm does
not expand and contract as the presumed marginal cost curves of the
individual enterprises might lead one to expect; expansions in the
aggregate output of the firm would seem to be more closely related
to the farm technological advances than to the principle of variable
proportions. Thus the theory of the firm in agriculture has become
circumspect.. 13/
■ It seems that the difference in these two views is more apparent than
real.

The crux of the problem is that ^presumed marginal cost curves'’ are

basic premises which are in themselves often erroneous.

Because of this,

the theory of the firm does not seem to shape the decisions of some agri
cultural firms.

12/

T. W. Schultz, wFirm and Farm Management Research,w Journal of Farm
Economics, IXI (August, 1939), P« 57ko

13/

Willard W. Cochrane and William T. Butz., ’’Output Responses of Farm
Firms” , Journal of Farm Economics, XXXIII (November, 1951) p. I|ll5e

””22"
For instance, it is often stated that agriculture is not responsive
to price declines.

If one considers the marginal cost curve without the

important aspect of fixed costs, the theory of the firm will seem to be
inadequate as an explanation of the action of the firm.
There are some important factors peculiar to the agricultural firm
which one must be cognizant of to fully appreciate the theoretical aspects
of decisions made.

First, it is generally conceded that resources used

in agriculture do not pass freely, between agricultural and non-agricultu'ral uses in response to" relative price changes.

As a general rule, agri

cultural land is of no use except for agriculture.

Labor is relatively

immobile, i.e. there is a definite lag between changes in price levels
and the shift of labor in response to that change.

It appears that capi

tal does not pass freely between agricultural and non-agricultural endeav
or.

Although present agricultural credit facilities make, this last point

less apparent than formerly, it is still somewhat evident.
Secondly, expectations play a more important part in the decisions
made by agricultural firms than by industrial firms.
influence industry.

Price expectations

Agriculture has an additional expectation to consider

in the form of production fluctuations due to climatic variations. Be
cause expectations of price and production are so important in agriculture
it is often difficult to look back and recognize that the actions of
j

’

1

farms and ranches were in any sense, logically based on the principles
laid down by the theory of the firm.
For instance it is entirely possible that some ranches in the North-
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e m Great Plains were not meeting variable costs during some years in the
1930's.

Logically, according to the theory of the firm, these ranches

should have gone out of business.

Due to expectatipns for the future,

immobility of resources, and family ties they did not go out of business.
The third consideration is that.people are bound to custom and do
not make changes readily,. Social and economic obligations, together with
family ties may also come into this category.

This third aspect is often

quite helpful in explaining irrational action on the part of agricultural
firms.
Fourth, and of utmost importance, is the fact that an extremely high
portion of agricultural inputs are fixed,

lU/

Although'this would not

ordinarily obscure the principles of the theory as used by agriculture,
it aggravates the three proceeding factors and causes a magnification of
their influence on the action of the firm,

As an example, an entreprenuer

may be able to stay in operation longer by liquidating or mortgaging his
fixed assets to meet variable costs even though the logical thing to do,
according to the theory would be to go out of business.

(It is assumed

here that high fixed costs are correlated by high fixed assets.)
The foregoing discussion has attempted to point out some of the pitfalls to be avoided,in explaining the action of certain agricultural firms
by use of the principles set forth by the theory of the firm.

lh/ See Ibid.., p, UI4.8

The func-
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tions relating the variables used may often have extreme and uncommon
shapese

This does not detract from the validity or soundness of the

theory but makes it cumbersome and if you will, J'circumspect’*0
The Budget Method
To many the word "budget’* means a plan for expenditures.
budget" is more than that.

A "farm

It must be'a plan not only for monetary ex

penditures but for the use of all physical resources as well.

It is not

necessary that a dollar and cents value be put on all items unless they
represent purchases, sales, or inventories.

The farm operation is carried

on in physical terms and' only the results need be measured in terms of
money.

Ij?/

The budget method of analysis as developed by G. A. Pond of Minneso
ta and J. W» Tapp, formerly of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
Washington, and published in 1923 has been widely used.

Tt has been use

ful in agriculture as a method for determining ways of increasing farm
income.

16/

The budget method defined - The budget method is a device for deter
mining the highest profit combinations for a firm. T t is comprised of

13/

John A. Hopkins, Elements of Farm Management, Hew York, PrenticeHall, Inc., 19il7, p. 112.
■' .

16/

See Andrew Boss and George A. Pond, Modern Farm Management Principles
and Practice, St. Paul, Minne., The Webb Publishing Company, 1917,
pp„ 20, 196-222. See also George A. Pond and J. W. Tapp, Bulletin
203, Minnesota Agricultural-Experiment Station, 1923.

two parts,

First the budgets- must be synthesized, i.e. the component

parts of the firm, as indicated by the theory of the firm, are drawn to
gether in the form of a budget.
nations of inputs.

This is done with all the proposed combi

The second stage is to evaluate the results of the

budget comparisons and thus determine which one is likely to yield the
entreprenuer the greatest profit.
The use of the budget method - In practice the budget method may be
used for comparing, (I) alternative plans for a new farm business, (2 )
alternative plans for a going farm business, (3) returns from alternative
farm enterprises, (U) alternative methods of production, or (5) alter
native investment- opportunities.

There are several variations of the

budget method which may be used depending on the nature of the,problem to
be analyzed.

The comparison of complete budgets is the method upon which,

the other variations are based,

.•"

The method of substitution is generally used in the process of enter
prise selection,'

It consists of completely or partially substituting for

the existing enterprises a different combination of enterprises and of
checking the effect of the changes on the total net income of the
farm,

I?/

In this method only costs directly attributed to the new

enterprise are considered thus saving considerable time over the complete
budget method.

I?/

G, W, Forster, Farm Organization and Management, Hew York,
Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1?U9, p, $1,

—26“'
Another variation, the method of direct comparison, is based on a
comparison between the operator's farm and the average for other farms of
a similar type,,

In the use of this method it is assumed that changes

based upon the experiences of successful farmers are more apt to meet
with success than trial and error changes of the substitution method*
This method is obviously limited to changes in the .direction of establish
ed agricultural patterns.

18/

•

-

A third variation is that of the standard combination method.

For

this method, standard enterprise combinations are developed for specific
farm conditions and given resources.

.Farmers are shown how they fit to

gether, what the probable financial results will be, and how to achieve
the specified combination.

19/

It has the same limitation as the above

variation.
Divisions of the farm budget - The farm budget is normally broken
down into three main divisions, viz., the crop plan, the livestock plan,
and the power and labor plan.

20/

These divisions, are not always ar

ranged in such a way that they are distinct and separate but regardless
of how they are put together the basic information must be included for
each division*

18/

Ibid., pp. 97-113.

19/

Ibid., pp. lllj.-lf>0 .

26/

Hopkins, op. cit., pp. 113-lUe
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The crop plan, including pasture land, is the logical starting place
since it determines the amount of livestock that can be included in the ■
farm organization as well as the labor and power needs.

The cropping and

grazing system should be integrated with the other divisions of the budget
so as to maximize net income in the long run.

To attain this objective,

due consideration must be given to erosion control and soil maintenance*
The livestock plan must be based on feed, labor, and power require
ments*

The decision between having livestock and not having livestock

is not difficult in the range country since livestock usually present the
only means of harvesting the range resource*

There is, however, an impor

tant phase of planning relative to the class and kind of livestock used
to do the ^harvesting"*

For instance, some ranges are more efficiently

harvested by sheep than by cattle and to go a step further they may be
better adapted to raising fat lambs than feeder lambs*
Now the problem is not solved merely by getting the crop and live
stock enterprises in balance.

Each class of livestock, as well as each

kind, may have different labor and power requirements which must be taken
into consideration.

The budget should be designed to give full employment

t o ,the available labor.

The efficiency of the labor will in turn be de

pendent upon the use of power and equipment*

If labor is relatively

scarce it will pay to add power and equipment and vice versa.
Thus' far the emphasis has been placed upon the physical balance need- .
ed to get maximum net farm income*

Different combinations of capital,

!with regard to liquidity, will result in firms with various shades of

/

flexibility.

The budgets are useful in studying the problem of flexi

bility, .which is particularly important in the Northern .Great Plains,
This offers one case where the basic assumption of the theoiy of the firm,
that the entreprenuer is striving for maximum profits, is not entirely
applicable.

The entreprenuer may be willing to relinquish some of his

profits for more stability.
Data needed for budget - Obviously a budget is no. better than the
data, used in it’s construction.

The data used in a budget may be divided

into two broad categories, viz,, production data and price data.
Production data must include information on physical inputs and
outputs of the ranch firm.

Production'
1is notoriously affected by physical

factors such as climate, insects, and disease.

Therefore production data

are subject to fluctuations, sometimes extreme, and must be used with
discretion.
Price data must include prices of both inputs and outputs,

It,is

generally true that in agriculture the price for input factors fluctuate
less, in the short run, than do product prices.

This makes the job of

budgeting farm expenses easy relative to that of budgeting farm income.
It is important that the relationship between the two sets of prices be
,consistent, however, and that comparisons of budgets be based on consist
ent expectations of prices and production,
■ In passing we may note that in making a farm budget one must have
complete knowledge of the available resources for the farm, i,e, <> one
must know the limits of the land, labor, capital, and management which

-
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are used in. the construction of a comprehensive budget#
■Price and production estimates must be selected for the particular
budgeting job for which they are to be used#

For instance lowest possible

prices and yields may be used to bring out problems ■that will have to be
dealt with in "poor" years e Average prices and yields will give the entreprenuer an estimate as to probable long run net farm income „

Present

prices and average yields will be useful in year to year budgeting#

21/

.Relationship between the budget method And the theory of the firm The chief value of the budget method, as previously stated, is to compare
net farm incomes under various conditions of resource allocations and
enterprise combinations for the purpose of finding an organization that
will yield the entreprenuer a higher net incotne#

This is compatible with .

the basic assumption of. the theory of the firm, i,ee., the entreprenuer
is striving for maximum profits.
The theory of the firm is difficult to use empirically.

However,

it serves to segregate the variables which make up the component parts
of the firm.

This analysis enables the human mind to more easily rec;

ognize the functions of the firm.
Now with the boundaries of the components of the firm defined by the
theory, it is possible to ^synthesized them, in order to arrive at a

21/

See A,.E, Anderson, ttThe Farm Budget", Journal of Farb. Economics,
XIII (January, 1931) pp, 6^-70,

numerical value, by using the budget method.

The theory, then, serves

as an abstract guide for -building the budgets,
Some difficulty arises in shifting between the abstract theory and
the concrete budget.

This is caused by certain weaknesses in the theory

and lack of complete data, For instance the theory assumes that inputs
can be added in infinitesimal units.

This is not true.

For example, a

water spreader would change a firm's position on a given cost, curve a
considerable amount and it would not lend itself to small'unit changes.
In spite of this difficulty the theory is invaluable as an aid to
be used in synthesizing budgets.

With this in mind the next step shall

be to develop a methodology for evaluating a ranch water spreader.

—

PART II.
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EWIRICAL. FINDINGS

Description of The Methodology
As stated previously the purpose of this study is to develop a
methodology for evaluating water spreaders.

It is not the object of the

stucty to be able to say whether or not water spreaders in general are
desirable and are economically feasible.

It has been pointed .out that

conditions vary so much in each individual case that it is impossible to
make valid generalizations about water spreaders.

Each potential spreader

must be evaluated as an individual case.
The universe - This study has specifically analyzed ranches with
water spreaders in Southeastern Montana.

The location of ranches in

volved in this study are shown on the accompanying map, Fig. 3.
study was limited to this area for three reasonsj

The

(I) the topography

and soil conditions are favorable and there is considerable interest in
water spreaders in this area, (2) It was felt that by limiting the size
of the universe to said area a more uniform sample could be drawn in the
limited time available, and (3) the Bureau of Agricultural Economics made
a ranch study in this area in 1951-52 and the data they gathered were
available as a source of supplemental information.
The sample - It was decided that since the emphasis would be placed
on the method in this study rather than on a statistical investigation,
it would be unnecessary to use a large sample.

The purpose of the sample

was to get a general idea of the use being made of water spreaders within
the universe and to find out how the ranchers reacted to them.

Figure 3«

Map of Montana Outlining the Geographical Area of
the Universe Studied#

-
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A list of ranchers using water spreaders in Southeastern Montana was
obtained from the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

Schedules were taken

on ten of the ranches randomly selected from this list, •
In addition to the ten ranchers on the B,AeB.rIist several other
ranchers were contacted to find out their experiences with water spreaders
Whenever possible County Agents and Soil Conservation Service personnel
were interviewed concerning water spreader development in their districts
and communities.

The Bureau of £and Management personnel were contacted

at Billings and Miles City in order to get data on their flood irrigation
activities in the area being studied.

The Federal Land Bank appraiser at

Miles City reviewed the schedule and made suggestions.
Source of data - The secondary data for this study was obtained from
schedules taken by the B.A.E. and other recent ranch organization reports.
The primary data was of a general informative nature and was obtained from
schedules taken and from general interviews,

22/

The Budget Analysis
Going back a bit it will be remembered the purpose, of this study is
to develop a methodology for evaluating a capital investment on a ranchs
specifically a water spreader.

This necessitates forecasting the probable

effect the spreader will have upon the ranch economy.

22/

See appendix A for schedule used to collect data.

For the purpose of

*"3^4making this forecast the budget method will be used.
The first step is to determine a price and production base to be used
for the budgets,

It is obvious that to measure the effects of an invest

ment on a hypothetical business economy,, a standard set of values must be
set up for inputs and outputs.

The important thing is to use this stand

ard as set up, consistently, on all the budgets compared in the analysis.
Nature of secondary data - The budgets, as synthesized, are based on
19U8 price and production data.

Most of the data came from a recent

Northern Great Plains sheep ranch study,

23/

The other major source of

data used is from Montana Experiment Station Circular 5I' on Montana farm
and ranch prices,

2i|/

The year 19l|B has been selected as a basis for cost and income data
for several reasons, viz., (l) most statistics for sheep ranches in I 9L8
are published, (2) the difference between the indices for prices farmers
paid and prices farmers received was reasonably small 2J?/, and (3) cli
matic conditions were near normal for the year.

In short, I 9I48 seemed to

be the most adaptable year without going back so far as to be technologi
cally outmoded.

23/

James R. Gray
Sheep Ranches
MontanaiState
Agric. Econ.,

and Chester B. Baker, Commercial Family Operated ■
Range Livestock Area, Iorthern Great Plains 1930-^0,
College Bulletin 478 in cooperation with Bur. of
U.S.D.A., Nov., 1951.

2I4./

Montana Farm and Ranch Prices, Mimeograph Cir. 5>1, Montana State
College,"Bozeman, Montana, April, 19^9«

25/

Prices paid by farmers 211. Prices received for products sold 233«
(Index Numbers l937-il7 53 100) See Gray and Baker op. ext., pp. 72-73.

-
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An alternative to using price and production data from one year
would have been to use data "averaged" from several years.

This wuld,

however, not bring the problem any nearer actuality and nothing would be
gained in the final analysis.

Also averages are more cumbersome to use.

Most of the data used in the budgets have come from the sheep ranch
stucty- and are applicable to "commercial family-operated sheep ranch
es."

26/

The data have been averaged from the sample taken within the

limits of the family operated ranches.
Budget for Sheep Ranch Without Water Spreader.
Table I.

Land Tenure —

Acres
Range and Pasture
Lands
Crop Lands
Harvested
idle and Waste
Lands
Total

Sheep Ranch, 19U8.

Owned

Leased

Total

2,351

2,651

5,005

225

225

19

19

2,598

2,651

5,249

Land tenure - The tenure status of the commercial family-operated
sheep ranch is given in Table I.

Mo information is available on the

breakdown of uses for leased land so it is assumed to be used for grazing
and is listed under "range and pasture lands".

26/

For the definition and limitations of "commercial family-operated
sheep ranches" see, Gray and Baker, op. cit., pp. 11-12.

■-3'6Hay and crop plan - The hypothetical budget for hay and crop pro
duction is found in Table IIe

The inventories are set up so that the

totals approximate the average investment in feed and seed for Northern
Great Plains sheep ranches in 19l|.8e

Constant prices are used for begin

ning and ending inventories and stocks are kept nearly the same for both
inventorieso
The yields are averages for I9I4.8 taken from the range sheep ranch
study,,

The Animal Unit Months of grazing allotted to the rangeland is not

necessarily the optimum rate but is the average rate for Northern Great
Plains sheep ranges.

In actuality this rate trould vary considerably from
^
ranch to ranch and should be adjusted after a careful range survey.
■

The livestock plan - The average number of each class and kind of
animals on Northern Great Plains sheep ranches in I9I4.8 was used for the
budget in Table III,

Prices and production efficiencies were taken from

the family-operated sheep ranch study and with this data the budget was
synthesized, •The inventories and purchases were calculated on the basis
of prices paid by farmers while prices received by farmers were used to
determine the sales values,
'’Lambs’* listed in the inventories are treated as "ewe lambs,"
chase of chickens will be included in livestock expenses.

Pur

Death losses

were estimated except in the case of sheep which was given as a lump
figure and broken down into probable age groups,
The ending inventory reflects the average changes in classes of sheep
during the year I9U 8 ,

Old ewes were culled out and breeding herds were

Table II.

Budget for Hay and Crop Production - Sheep Ranch, 191*8

Yield
Per
Acre
~ IC 10.00
Corn
Wheat
Uo 15.00
3
0) Oats
25 30.00
Barley
7 21.00
g
PQ
2 1.00
Alfalfa Seed
10 1.25
Alfalfa Hay (tons)
18 1.10
Other Tame Hay (tons]
.60
Wild Hay (tons)
113
.U6
Range (AUM1s)
5005
—
and
Waste
Idle
19
—
TOTAL
521*9
Crops

Acres

Total
Units
100.0
600.0
75o.o
1U7.0
2.0
12.5
19.8
67.8
231U
"

Inventory
Disposal
Jan. 1,19U8 Feed Sale Unit
Unit Value Seed
Price
—■
100 —
100 J ~ ? W
1200
100 500 $2.00
600
—
320
Uoo —
Uoo
——
176
1U7 —
1U7
2 32.00
—
"
—
170
IC
12.5 —
260
19.8 —
—
20
—
67.8
780
60
—
—
231UJ —
•—
—
—
—
“
—
—
$3176

Inventory Gross Receipts
Gross Dec.31,19U8 Cash sales plus
Sales Unit Value Inventorychange
l80 $ 270
$1000 600 1200
$ 1000.00
600
750
200.00
176
1U7
6U .00
—
6U
10
170
20
260
780
60
——
$io6U

—

$3376

$l£6U.OO

Table III.

Kind

SHEEP
Yearlings
2-5 years
Aged
Lambs
Bucks
Wool
SWINE
Sows
Pigs

Inventory
Inventory
To
Home
To Buy
Dec. 31, 19U8
Jan. I, 19U8 Iaise
Sales
No.
Use
Troin
Unit Value Birth Unit Value No. Unit Value Died Unit Value
151
5U1
130
221
35
XX

$ 2869
8656
1300
3315
805

2

100

—

POULTRY
Hens
37
Eggs (doz.’ XX
CATTLE
Milk Cows
Beef Cows
Heifers
Calves
Steers
Bull
HORSES
Mature
Colts
TOTAL

Livestock Budget - Sheep Ranch, 19U8

37

XX
XX
XX
695
XX
XX

83
——
6
16
XX

XX
12

—

37
XX

——
XX

175
1200
WiO
1*90
260
210

XX
XX
XX
9
XX
XX

—

9
——
XX

360

XX
2
XX

—

—

—
90
368

—

I
8
U
7
2
I

$202I?

$1577

—

10
20
3li

221 I Iil99
650
IOliOO
870
87
120
1800
33
759
XX

Total receiptss Cash
Sales plus gain or loss
in Inventory minus
Purchases
$

-2U7
1888
290
6085
-190
U635

18 $ Ihb
—
720
90
7690
h 573
—
221*
16
XX 9270
1*635

2
XX

——
6

—
—

2

100

“

90
180

7
——

37
—

37

30

—

300

2
I*

90
180

30
—

30

—

—

U

500

—
—
—
—

—
—
——
——
I
~

—
—
—

3
——
——

210

I
——
“

—»
——
XX P o W

—
——
XX

2
70
—
XX $ li*U9^

—
——
XX

I
8
Ii
7
2
I

175
1200
IiUO
U90
260
210

280
7
2
20
XX " P I E o -

500
210

-10
20
&13U81

—39"
built up with younger sheep.
Feed requirements - In making out a budget, a rancher's past records
combined with prepared feeding standards are the best sources for pre
paring the feed requirement plan.

Table IV gives the feed requirements

for the livestock listed in Table III based on feeding standards for
Northern Great Plains sheep ranches.
Table IV.
Kind

Sheep
Yearlings
2-5 yrs.
Aged
Lambs
Bucks
Swine
Sows
Pigs
Poultry
Hen
Chickens
Cattle
Milk Cows
Beef Cows
Heifers
Calves
Steers
Bulls
Horses
Mature
Total lbs.
Total

27/

27/

Normal Feed Requirements - Sheep Ranch, 19l|8.
No.

Hay
(lbs)

Grain
(lbs)

Protein Cone.
(lbs)

151
5Ul
130
221
35

26U25
914675
22750
Wl200
17500

3775
13525
3250
2625

1963
7033
1690
2210
875

h cwt.
20 cwt.

. '
——--

1800
9000

•mt—■in—
— ——

31L5
2500

<
—■■■■■Il
—-—

738
600
300

225

37
100

300 lb. bft

8
h
7
2
I

9

6630

9900
11200
5600
6300
2120

—— ■■m

Looo

335

36000

L5oo

280670
Tons IUO

' 53563
Cwt.536

Gray and Baker, op. cit., pp. 32-33

80

8U0
60
" ™
1L136
Tons 7.1

"Ij-O==
By comparing these feed requirements with the crop plan one can
estimate probable feed purchases needed, if any.

.This comparison gives

the rancher a basis for reorganizing his crop, and livestock plans to get
them 11in balance".
The "normal feed requirements" may be adjusted as deemed necessary'
depending on the condition of stock and ranges.

The inverted range con

dition index multiplied by the normal base feeding requirement of roughage will give a corrected roughage requirement.

Likewise the inverted

cattle and sheep condition index times the normal base, concentrate re
quirement gives a corrected concentrate requirement.

28/

It will be assumed, in this analysis, that stock and ranges are in
normal condition, i.e, both indices are 100 at the time the budget is
synthesized.

Therefore no corrections are necessary.

Feed and seed costs - An estimated feed and seed cost is shown in
Table V.

These figures are approximately the difference between the re

quired feed from Table IV and the actual feed produced in Table II.

The

seed, minerals, and grazing fee costs are estimated, based on averages
for Northern Great plains family-operated sheep ranches.
The I9I48 value on leased land was $l6,Q6£.

A s a basis for estimating

the cost of leasing land a capital charge of 5 per cent is included in
Table V.

The taxes on the leased land are charged as an,expense to the

ranch along with the other tax expenses.

28/

Gray and Baker, op. cit., pp. Ijb-Ij.?.

29/

See Table VIII.

29/

—bl—
Table V.

Feed, Seed, and Leasing Costs - Sheep Ranch, 19l|8.
Item_____________.

Total

10 tons
30 tons
176 cwt.
7 tons
1078 AU's
122 AUM1s
8 lbs.
1.3 bu.
$16065.00

Price

Cost

$20
15
2.68
90
CO
3

Alfalfa hay
Other tame hay
Corn
Protein concentrates
Minerals
Grazing fees
Alfalfa seed
C o m seed
Lease fees less taxes

Unit

.31
.5U
9.28
5 per cent

—— ——— — —

$ 200
1*50
172

630
160
38

h
12
803
$2769.00

Labor costs and requirements - The labor requirement for sheep
ranches is relatively stable and after several years of experience the
operator can estimate the amount of required labor quite accurately.
Table VI gives the average annual labor requirement for each ranch enter
prise as taken from the crop and livestock budgets.
The hired labor cost will depend on the amount of family labor avail
able.

Figure U shows the usual labor distribution for a sheep ranch or

ganization as described in the crop and livestock plans.

The labor costs,

based on the average for family operated sheep ranches in the Northern
Great Plains, is given in Table VII and will be used in the budget.
labor, other than shearing, is based on a rate of $5.50 per day.
labor is usually hired on a per head basis.

The

Shearing

MAN

DAYS

7

JAN.
Figure ii,

FEE*.

MAR. .

APR..

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC

Monthly Distribution of Labor Requirement, Commercial Family Operated Sheep
Ranch, Range Livestock Area, Northern Great Plains, 1930-50.*
* Note the high fluctuation in labor requirements due to peak loads of lambing and
crop operations. Taken from Gray and Baker, on. cit.. p. 50.

Table VI.

Yearly Labor Requirements - Sheep Ranch, 19U8

Item

Total

PreHarvest

Harvest

Man
Days

Hours

Hours

Hours

Uo.0

Uo.o

00.0

200.0
125.0

96.0

10U .0

10 hr.
Days
U.O
20.0

52.5

72.5
2U.5
lU.U

Unit

Crops
Corn
Wheat
Oats
Barley
Alfalfa Seed
Alfalfa Hay
Other tame Hay
Wild Hay
Farm Garden
Livestock
Ccrws milked
Beef ccrws
Other cattle
Sows & gilts
Ewes & Rams
Hens & Pullets
Chickens Raised
Horses
Total
Table VII.

10 acres
UO acres
25
»
7
»
2
"
10 acres
18
w
113
"
i
"

U5.5
lU.U
90.0

18.0

108.0

36.0

72.0
72.0

508.5

00.0

508.5

1U 0.0
120.0
15U.0
72.0

—
—
—
—
—
'—
-—•

M
a
n
M
O
B
K
D
M
M
K
D
M
G
K

5390.0

"

12.5

U.5
i.U

9.0
10.8

50.9
10.0

100.0

I head
8 head
lU head
2
«
1078
*
37
"
100
»

9

21.0
00.0

M
M
M
M
=
O

62.9

—
—
—
—

30.0

—
—
—
—

378.0

—
—
—-

75:73.3

"263.5

M
M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M
M

867.9

1U .0
12.0
15.U

7.2
539.0
6.3
3.0
37.8

757.8

Labor Costs - Family-Operated Sheep Ranch, 1|?U8»

Item

Days

Family labor
Shearing*
Other labor
TotaT
Vr Shearing is charged on a per

U32.3

16.0
309.5
757.8
head basis.

Cost

~~W~

0.00
322.00
1702.00
202U.00

Taxes - The total of all real estate and personal property taxes
was $303.00 for 19li8.

Actual taxes for real estate owned plus the esti

mated taxes for real estate leased, an indirect cost of leasing range
land, is included in this figure.

Tax tables for personal and real estate

taxes will be used to determine the change in tax costs due to increased

investments in subsequent budgets.
Table VIIT.

Tax Costs - Family-Operated Sheep Ranch, 19U8.
Cost
$136.00'

Item
Real estate
Personal
Total

367.00
$ 803.00

Power and machinery - Table IX shows the distribution of power and
machinery costs for 19U8.
equipment.
tion.

These figures do not include purchases of new

They represent cost of repairs, operating costs, and deprecia

Standard cost rates will be used to calcualte the increase in

power and machinery costs for the ranch with the anticipated increase in
capital investment.
Table IX.

Power and Machinery Costs - Family-Operated Sheep Ranch, 19U8

Item
Automobile- (farm share)
Truck
Tractor
Other machinery
Contract harvest
Total

Cost
299.00
SllnOO
395.00
378.00
57.00
2052.00

Livestock costs - For the purposes of this study livestock costs
shall include cost of veterinary services and medical supplies, shearing
supplies and chicks purchased.

This expense may be estimated as shown in

Table X.
Table X.

Livestock costs - Family-Operated Sheep Ranch, 19^8

Item
Shearing supplies
Vet. fees and medical supplies
Chicks
Total

Cost
$ 0.00

52.00
17.00
117.00

Building repair and depreciation - The average investment in land
and buildings for Northern Great Plains family-operated sheep ranches in
19U8 was $ 2li,310 of which $3,690 was charged to buildings other than the
family dwelling.
buildings.
etc.)

A charge of 6 per cent depreciation will be made against

An estimated $50 will be needed for repairs (paint, windows,

The cost for buildings are as given in Table XI.

Table XI. Building Repair and Depreciation for Northern Great Plains
________________ Family-Operated Sheep Ranches in 19L8_________
Item________
Depreciation
Repairs

Cost
$221.00

50.00
$271.00

TotIi

Miscellaneous costs - Fence repair materials, camp supplies, and
other small items (branding paint, association fees, etc.) are included
in the miscellaneous costs.

Based on averages for 19U8 this cost is

tabulated in Table XII.
Table XII.

Miscellaneous costs for Northern Great Plains Family-Operated
Sheep Ranch, I9I18

Item
Camp supplies
Fence repair materials
Other costs
Total

Cost

$301.00
156.00
L07.00
$B6u.oo

Summary - The summary of all receipts and expenses for the hypothet
ical sheep ranch for which this budget has been made is synthesized in
Table XIII.

Lines 3 and U are taken as averages for Northern Great Plains

family operated sheep ranches, 19^8.

29/

Gray and Baker, 0£. cit., p. 77

29/

The other items listed were

-1;6developed and discussed previously.
The next step of the analysis is to explore the probable effects of
a water spreader on a sheep ranch economy and determine its effect on the
net ranch income.
Table XIII, Estimated Income Statement - Without Water Spreader, Sheep
_____________________________Ranch, 19U8_______________________________
RECEIPTSs
I. Crops - Cash sales plus gain
or loss in inventory
2 0 Livestock - Cash sales plus
gain or loss in inventory
minus purchases
3. Perquisites
U. Government payments & Misc.
5. TOTAL RANCH RECEIPTS
EXPENSES:
6. Labor
7. Livestock
8. Feed, seed and leasing fees
9. Power and machinery
10. Building depreciation and
repairs
11. Taxes
12. Miscellaneous
13. TOTAL RANCH EXPENSES
lil. NET RANCH INCOME
ALLOCATION OF NET RANCH INCOME
15. Charge to real estate capital
$10,375
@ #
16. Charge to working capital
$29,299 @ 6%
17. TOTAL CHARGE TO CAPITAL
18. RETURN TO OPERATOR FOR LABOR
AND MANAGEMENT

$

$
1261.00

13181.00
898.00
155.00

15798.00
202k .00
117.00
2769.00
2052.00
271.00
803.00
86k.00

8900.00
$6 ,898.00

$2019.00
1758.00
3877.00
$3021.00

Budget For Sheep Ranch With A Water Spreader
'
There is one glaring defect with the sheep ranch organization as it
stands in the budget which has been developed.

In an ordinary year this

hypothetical ranch must purchase ItO tons of hay in order to meet the
normal feeding requirements.
hay, on native hay meadows,

I

1

This ranch dependss for its major source of .
Since native hay production on Eastern Mont

ana ranges is notoriously unstable the whole ranch is in a precarious
position.
Hay is a relatively expensive feed.
machinery is required to harvest it.

High quality hay, however, is a very

versatile resource for use on a ranch.
when ranges are covered with snow.
containing a large amount of hay.

Considerable labor, power, and

It is used as an emergency feed

Livestock inay be fattened on rations
The use of hay will result in better

conditioned cows and ewes and consequently in higher calf and lamb crops,
Feeding hay in the early spring takes grazing pressure off the ranges and
allows them to make the important early growth necessary for proper range
maintenance,
The rancher, then, should strive for the minimum use of hay that is
consistent with maintaining the productive capacity of his range lands
and with'safety of livestock operations.

The Northern Great Plains

rancher will usually find the cost of producing hay prohibitive to fat
tening, operations.

The main uses of hay, then, will be to provide a

margin of safety to his livestock operations.

Maintaining range land

productivity, feeding for higher calf and lamb crops, and using feed for

=Ij-S=
=*1

...

emergency purposes are all, directly or indirectly, a part of providing a.
margin of safety,
Clawson states, "The rancher who is a good manager is „ „ , t o m be
tween striving for minimum hay production in the interests of economy and

i

the necessity for some margin of safety,"

30/

The ranch depicted in the foregoing budget is operating on a small
margin of safety since it is dependent on outside sources for 1*0 tons of
hay per year,

At the present time outside sources of hay are unstable in

the Northern Great Plainsj

Due to weather conditions and transportation

difficulties, in some years, hay is practically unavailable to ranchers
at any price.

Certain other economic conditions make it particularly

difficult for ranchers to find outside sources of hay for emergency use
in unfavorable years,

31/

'Increased hay production will increase the margin of safety for-the
;ranch.

Average production over ranch livestock requirements will provide

the entreprenuer with an opportunity to (I) carry larger stocks of re
serve feed, (2 ) expand livestock production, and (3 ) in some cases market
a cash crop.

Any one or a combination of these outlets is provided.

30/

Clawson, op, cit., p. 11*5.

31/

See Ralph E. Ward and M,M. Kelso, Irrigation Farmers Reach Out Into
The Dry Land, Montana State Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
i*6i*, September 19l*9, p. 3I*.

__
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Land development is one way of getting increased hay production.

The

subsequent budget shows one possible effect of land development, in the
form of a water spreader, on the ranch economy of a typical Northern Great
Plains sheep ranch,

.

'

Physical description of water spreader — Assume there is a site, for
a water spreader, of 100 acres on the hypothetical sheep ranch budgeted
above.

The watershed area consists of ten sections of Central Montana

Grassland

32/ type vegetation on a clay type soil.

The topography is

rough and the operator does not control the grazing use of the- area,
The land which is amenable to flood irrigation lies in a bottom along
an ephemeral creek and extends for

miles along the creek,

A dam site

is situated at the head of the irrigable land.
The rancher has the land surveyed and finds that it will require the
following dirt work for the development he proposes:
■

With this

Bam
Ditch
.Land Leveling

13000 yds, dirt
68UO yds, dirt
1000 yds, dirt

informationhecan estimate his costs quite accurately,

33/

It is assumed here, that the soil type has been determined and has

32/
"

Similar Vegetative Rangeland Types in Montana.,. Mimeographed material
from R.M. 359» Montana State College, 19A9, pp. II4.-I6 ,

33/
"

It may, be argued that by including a storage dam in the system i t '
cannot, by definition, be classed as a water spreader. From an
economic standpoint, however, the problem is essentially the same
regardless of terminology and definition. The unique thing about a
water spreader, in contrast to ordinary irrigation, is that the ^cal
culated risk11 is usually higher for the water spreader, A storage
dam merely tends to bridge the gap-between two extremes by reducing
.,the degree of risk.

=5 O=
been found satisfactory for irrigation.

It has also been determined that

the -water flow is sufficient to fill the dam each spring and that the dam
has storage capacity enough to irrigate 100 acres once.

Runoff from rain

fall has been noted to be less dependable but enough water is available
to irrigate the land 8 out of 10 years in June or July,

The water has

been found to carry a silt load that will silt the dam in at a rate of 5
per cent of its total capacity each year.

It is anticipated that part of

this silt may be removed through the headgate located near the bottom of
the dam,

Hae amount of silt that can be removed, however, is indefinite.

Since the operator does not control the use of the watershed, the silt
problem becomes even more uncertain.
Cost of construction - An estimated cost of construction for the
spreader is found in Table XIV,

The cost of establishing alfalfa is in

cluded in the initial investment cost.

The cost of plowing and establish

ing new stands of alfalfa will be included in "maintenance costs".
The cost of dirt work, dams, ditches, diking^ and leveling, and the
cost of land preparation and sowing is charged at the going rate for
custom work in ■1952,

34/

34/

H, R, Stucky, Rates For,Custom Work in Montana, Extension Service
Circular .242, Montana State College, Bozeman, 1952, page I,

-

Table 'XIV.

51 -

.

Cost of Developing Water Spreader and Alfalfa Hay Meadow
(100 acres)»

Item
Units
Dam
13000 yds.
Ditch
68U0 yds.
Land Leveling. & Diking
1000 yds.
Head Gate & Pipe
Land Preparation
Plowing
100 a o
Double Disking
100 a*
Alfalfa Seed
800 lbs.
Sowing
100
Fence
mi.
l
I1Otal
XXX
# Prices are based on 1952 averages*
3 ,o

Price*

I ■

o15
.15
.17

Cost
$

i95o
1026
170

35
5.bo
1.25
.55
1.25

5oo
125
kho
■ 125.

800.00

-xxx

200

&

1571 :

It should be pointed out that this cost as set up here may be some
what unrealistic. Water spreaders have seldom been built in one year but
rather they have been built over a period of years 0

Much of the work has

been done with the operator’s equipment and labor during slack periods in
the work calender. •In such cases the development offers a means of uti
lizing idle labor and machinery which may cut the cost of construction
substantially.

For instance, several cases were reported in which water

spreaders were built during the 1930’s with labor, horses, and equipment
that would otherwise have been idle.

The cash outlay for such develop

ments, as well as the opportunity cost for labor, was obviously small.
The spread between the opportunity cost for labor and machinery and
contract cost is not nearly so great, at the present time, as it was
during the 1930’s.

Horses are less plentiful and heavy machinery does

not lend itself to use on small operations due to the high fixed costs,.
Therefore, in general, ranchers tend to find it more profitable to con- ■
tract work of this type.

The exception would probably be the land pre-

-52pa ration and seeding which the operator could do with his own equipment0
Probable production from reclaimed land - Forecasting the production .
from these reclaimed lands is one of the most difficult, but important,
tasks in the analysise

The .ranchers contacted in this study reported

average alfalfa yields from *75 to 2 tons per acre on water spreaders*
The arithmetic mean was about 1*3 tons per acre,

A conservative estimate

of I ton per acre shall be used in the subsequent budgets„
it
To get the net production accrued to the land development/is neces
sary to subtract the production of the land prior to development from the
production after development.

The average production of undeveloped

Central Montana Grassland type vegetation is

3*5 acres per cow month* .35/

For 100 acres of this type of rangeland the carrying capacity would be

28,5 cow months.
approximately

Grazing fees charged by the Forest Service in

$>,75 per animal unit month,

lost grazing would be
budget.

$21,8.7«

1952 were

At this rate the value of the

This cost shall be disregarded in this

Rangeland of higher native carrying capacity will have a much

higher value; hence a much higher cost to the spreader and should by all
means be included in the budget.
Effect of a water spreader on net ranch income - The next step is
to measure the effect of the water spreader in terms of increment to net
ranch income.

To do this a new ranch budget must be synthesized, which

reflects changes made by the water spreader on the first budget *

35/

Similar Vegetative Rangeland Types in Montana, op, cit,, p„

15*

"

53=

The first change is that 100 acres of range and pasture land will be
shifted to cropland.

This is only a physical change,, thus fars but it

will change the tax cost later on.
■
■
Enough hay will normally be
.

The next change is on the crop plan.

.

produced for ranch use plus a saleable supply^ or a reserve supplys of 60.
tons.

At $17 per ton, this will increase the total receipts from hay and

crops from $1261). to $2281).=

It is assumed other crop production remains

the same.

'

It is entirely possible that the livestock plan will be shifted due
to the increased home supply of high protein alfalfa hay.

It may be

possible to lamb early and thus produce heavier saleable lambs.
feeding enterprise may be added to utilize the additional hay.

A lamb
For this

budget, however, it is assumed no change occurs in the livestock plan.
Feed, seed, and leasing costs. Table V, will change considerably.
The cost of hay purchased will be dropped, thereby reducing the total
I

cost $650.

Assuming the alfalfa will, on the average, be re-established

every eight years the average alfalfa seed requirement will be increased
100 lbs. at h cost of $55«

The total feed, seed, and leasing cost will

then be $2171).
The labor requirement for 100 acres of dryland alfalfa is 90 days.
At the rate of $5.50 per day for hired labor the increased, cost for labor
will be $1)95o

11

!:

In addition about 2 hours per day is required to operate

the spreader when flood water is available.

If the spreader were .operated

10 days per year the labor requirement would be 2 man days, an .additional
■

I

^

cost of $11.

Ten man days are required for general maintenance at the

cost of $5>!?e

The total labor cost for the ranch with the spreader will-

be $25>85>»
Assuming non-irrigated cropland is valued at flit per acre and irri
gated land is valued at $30 per acre, an arbitrary value of $20 per acre
shall be placed on the flood irrigated land for tax purposes.

The tax

base will be increased from $3 per acre, the average assessed value of
rangeland, to $20 per acre. ' The total tax base will thus increase by
$1700.

The tax per $100 current value on real estate in 19^8 was $1.08.

Total tax expense would thereby increase $18, from $803 to $821.
The last item of the budget to be effected by the water spreader
would be the power and machinery cost.

Assuming that the haying operation

is done with a tractor and a hydraulic farmhand attachment, a total of
U8£ tractor hours will be required.

36/

At $.32 per hour cost of oper

ating a tractor, the addition to power and machinery operating costs
would be $l55>.

The requirement of li83 tractor hours at haying time would

call for ap additional tractor.

Figuring the cost of a new tractor at

$2000 to bq depreciated in 10 years an annual charge of $200 would bp
incurred to.cover.depreciation.

The maintenance operation on the spreader

would require about 100 tractor hours,

36/

At $.32 per hour this cost would

United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Farm
Budget Standards for irrigation Farming, Branch of operation and
maintenance, Region 6 , Billings, Mont., IpUS, p. 9» The data given
here was adjusted to fit flood irrigation conditions, i.e., Igcuttings per year and I ton per acre yield.

,be $32 per year..

,

There are other power and equipment costs which are very difficult
to estimate, such as use depreciation and repairs for equipment, transpor
tation for labor and supplies to fields, and other miscellaneous costs.
An arbitrary additional charge of $100 shall be made to cover these expenses.
The total power and machinery expense is increased from $2032 to
$2339, an increase of $i).87o
The UET- RANGE BTGOME for the ranch with the water spreader is $7,UU7
This is an increase of $31l9 over the WRI without the production accruing
to the water spreader

—
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Table XV. Estimated Income Statement - Family-operated Sheep Ranch - With
_________________________Water Spreader, 19U8._______
RECEIPTS:
I.

$

Crops - Cash sales plus gain
or loss in inventory.
Livestock - Cash sales plus
gain or loss in inventory minus
purchases.
Perquisites
Government payments & misc.
TOTAL RANCH RECEIPTS

2.

3.
Iu
5.

$

2281

13U81
898
155
16818

EXPENSES:

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Iiu

Labor
Livestock
Feed, seed, and leasing fees
Power and machinery
Building depreciation and repair
Taxes
Miscellaneous
TOTAL RANCH EXPENSES
MET RANCH INCOME

2585
117
2171*
2539
271
821
861*
I

9371
71*1*7

ALLOCATION OF NET RANCH INCOME
15. Charge to real estate capital
$Uii9U6 @ 5*
16. Charge to working capital
$31199 @ 6%
17. TOTAL CHARGE TO CAPITAL
18. RETURN TO OPEmvTOR FOR LABOR AND
MANAGEMENT

221*7
1872
1*119
$

3328

Interpretation
An analysis of the two budgets indicates that the NRI may be in
creased by the water spreader investment and the more intensified manage
ment under the set of conditions depicted.

An indefinite amount of the

increment to NRI should be credited to the increased input of management.
However, to avoid this complication at the present it shall be deferred

for later discussion,.

It shall be assumed for now that the increment to

WRI is the result of the water spreader investment only.
In the calculation of the WRI a "timeless'* production function is
used, i,e« no consideration is given to the time that elapses between in
put and output*

Wow it is obvious that this is not quite realistic*

If

the increments of income attributed to the water spreader are added over
a period of years, this deviation from reality becomes intensified*

To

correct for this error the capitalization fomula will be used*
The capitalization formula - One of the attributes of the capitaliza
tion formula, is its usefulness in treating durable goods without including
depreciation as a cost item.

37/

As already mentioned, the life of the

water spreader, reflected in the rate of siltation, is indefinite*
result, the depreciation cannot accurately be determined*

As a

Thus the

capitalization formula seems to be the proper tool for use in this problem,
Expressed mathematically the formula to be used is as follows:
V

=?,

Q

/

(r / I)

/

Q2

(r / I)*

/...

Qn

(r / l)n

Let T equal the present value of the investment*

Q is the expected

residual WRI (the difference between the expected WRI with and without

37/

Friedrich and Vera Lutz, The Theory of Investment of the Firm,
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1952,- pp„ ll-l^T"

the spreader)

The Wrlts to be explained in detail Iaters is the discount

rate and the 11n't is the number of periods from the year of the initial
investmente
The formula may be used in several ways.

V may be determined which

represents the present value of the expected residual NRi over a given
period of years at a given discount rate.

The initial investment or the

cost of construction may be substituted for V and one of the other vari
ables left as the WHmknown11.

The first use is the most common.

Here the

object is to make a comparison between the calculated present value (V)
and the initial cost or investment.

..

..

The difference'between the present value (?) and the initial cost
shall be called the NET CAPITAL VALUE.

If the NCV is less than zero it

means the fixed costs will not be met and the investment is not advisable
If the NCV is zero the fixed costs will just be met.and if the NCV is
greater than zero the firm will theoretically increase its investment to
the point where the marginal NCV .is zero.

38/

The discount rate (r) is the key variable in the above use of the
formula.

It may be defined, simply, as the opportunity rate of interest

for funds diverted to investments similar in regards to risk and uncer
tainty.

Now since a rancher, anticipating construction of a water •

spreader, probably has no investment opportunity closely similar to that
of a water spreader, it will be well to consider some of the components
of the discount rate

£s a point of departure5 the entreprenuer may use the rate of return
on the best alternative investment opportunityD By adjusting this rate
to meet the conditions of the investment- being considered, a discount rate
may be derived.
First, the water spreader represents a long term investment which
becomes a relatively fixed or frozen asset.
liquidity preference

39/

Therefore the entreprenuer*s

must be considered to adjust the opportunity

rate.
The other important adjustment is for risk.

The water spreader pro

bably represents an investment with more or less risk than the alternative
investment opportunity.

Since information and experience is ordinarily

limited in a water spreader investment, plus the ordinary price and pro
duction uncertainties, the risk rate will be set high.■ With these adjust
ments, the opportunity rate of interest becomes the discount rate and will
be used in the capitalization formula.
• The number of periods (n) that will be used in the discount formula
also depends on the capital preference of the entreprenuer'and the expect
ed life of the investment..

Since the life expectancy of a water spreader

is rather uncertain the entreprenuer may be as liberal or conservative as
he desires in determining the number of years for the investment to run.
The capitalization formula in practice - To apply this formula to
the evaluation of the water spreader a few assumptions must be made.-

39/

See Kenneth E. Bpulding, op. cit., pp. 29,8-99=

-60First the increment to NRI will be measured in periods of one year and at
the uniform rate of

per annum, except for the first year in which

the increment to NRI will be zero.

The first year will be needed to

establish a stand of hay, seeded alone, and returning no revenue.
Secondly, in view of the uncertainty of the silt problem, the periods
(n) shall be limited to fifteen.

It is important to note that the more

information available, the stronger will be the basis for determining the
time span of the investment.
The discount rate shall be arbitrarily set at 7 per cent.

The

judgement and psychology of the entreprenuer, as reflected on the various
components of the discount rate, will be the determining factors here.
The calculations are as followss
7 =

, Q___/
1-07

51*9
I
(175772 r

5U9
(1.07)3

I

5h9
I
(1.07)7 r

Sh9 .
(1 .07)8

I 5U9
f T O T t T9

5U9 .
(i.07)k
j

/

5U9
. / 5U9
. /
(1.07) %
TOTTT6

i

3U9
i 5U9
(1.07)10^ T O T t Tt i

5U9
/ 5U9
T O T T T 12rT O T r T 3

5U9

TOTTT11+ ^ TOTTT
v

0 /

U79.U8

/

15

UU8.16 /

M B .76

/

391.58

3L2.06

/ 319.TU /

298.86

/

279.25

/

227.99

/ 213.OU /

199.13

= $U,U86.87

NCV

=

V-C

NCV

= $U,U88.87 - $u,571 = $ -62.13

/

366.00

260.83

/

/

2U3.89 /

Implications of illustration - Discounted at the rate of 7 per cent,
the earnings of the water spreader would not quite meet fixed costs over
a period of fifteen years.

If the number of time periods were extended

cmS
to sixteen the difference between present value and cost would be plus
$ 103«97 rather than minus.$82«13«
Now it is apparent that the cost of building the water spreader
could have been substituted for the present value (V) and the discount
rate left as the unknown#
the

This would have yielded what Boulding calls

internal rate of return**#

bo/ .It would have shown the rate of

return from the investment, but only as the investment was bound up within
the whole firm.

Because the rate of return on the investment is dependent

upon the firm as a whole it is designated as the internal rate of return#
The capitalization formula provides an entreprenuer with a tool
whereby he may put a numerical value on his **expectations1*' and arrive at
a concrete, numerical index to guide him in making his decisions#
the process of investment making on a systematic, methodical basis#

It puts
The

entreprenuer may be as liberal or as conservative as he wishes in using
*
the capitalization process. His liberalism or conservativism will be .
directly reflected in the values obtained by applying the formula.
The importance of information as to the physical aspects of water
spreading cannot be stressed too strongly.

If, for instance, there were

more data available on water flow and sedimentation of the prospective
water spreader site, a more accurate application of the budget method and
the discount formula could be made#

ho/

.Lack of knowledge often forces the

See K, Boulding, WThe' Theory of Single Investment'*, Quarterly
Journal of Economics, May, 1933, PP«

entreprenuer to place an exceedingly high risk rate on the project and
thus chances for its.feasibility are reduced.
Further application of the discount method - Reference has been made
to a few complications which arise in the use of the discount method.

If

management could be held constant the discounting of income accruing to a
particular investment would be much more simple.

Even if -investments were
.

,

made for several capital items, such as the water spreader and the live
stock in the previous discussion, it would not be imperitive that the

-'

increment to income be proportionately allocated to the two investments
and discounted separately.
There are several view points concerning this problem.

It may be

argued that most farm firms are in possession of a considerable amount of
unemployed management.

If this be the case the entreprenuer may be in a

position to take on additional managerial responsibilities without con
sidering it a cost to him.

A very real possibility seems to be that he

would reduce his labor input as his managerial duties became heavier.

If

this were so one could consider the value of the labor as the opportunity
rate of return for management.
The opportunity rate of return for management is theoretically an
!ideal concept for evaluating the management input.
difficult concept to use empirically.

Needless- to say, management cannot

be bought and sold in infitesimal units.
lished market for management.

It is, however, a

Furthermore there is no estab

On most family size units it seems likely

that the best opportunity return for management is the opportunity return
for labor.

Even labor, an input with a fairly well established market,

-63does not offer a very good measure of an opportunity return for people in
the range livestock industry.

As Clawson points out, there are few alter

native labor opportunities close at hand for ranchers,

kl/

In general, then, ranchers may credit the management input with the
additional cost of labor needed as a result of less labor supplied by the
entreprenuer, or they may credit it with the opportunity return for manage
ment, or they may credit it with the opportunity return for labor.
Another method of explaining the entreprenuer*s position in this
matter, which is not entirely separate and distinct from that above, is
by his indifference for increased NRI or leisure.

In Figure

OL repre

sents the amount of leisure the entreprenuer enjoyed before taking on

Increment

Leisure
Figure 5»

UV

Schedule of indifference for an entreprenuer between leisure
and income.

Clawson, op. cit., pp. 83-8U

additional managerial responsibilities e

If more inputs of management

would add I 0 units to his' HRI -he would give up-L L units of leisure and
I
I
for I 0 units of income he would give up L L units of Ieisure0 If 3

2

2

however, the additional managerial duties reduced his leisure to OL

and

2
to his NRI he would be unwilling to take on the added

added only OI
I
burden, .

It is obvious that value judgements on the part of the entreprenuer
are the decisive factors at this stage.

Probably farm management re

search should hold the management factor constant.

Except in specific

cases, any adjustment for the management factor wpuld be- purely arbitrary.
For administrative work, tools may be devised for segregating the manage
ment function and crediting it with a share of NRI,
Alternative Budget For A Sheep Ranch With A Water Spreader
The budget for a sheep ranch with a water spreader places a cash
value on the surplus hay produced as a result of the new investment,,

Now

since hay is. not an "ideal" cash crop, other alternatives for its dispos
al should be explored.

The entreprenuer may be limited to one or several

possible opportunities for marketing the surplus.
Possible outlets for surplus hay - The ranch thus far depicted has
five major possible opportunities for disposing of the 60 tons of average
annual surplus hay, viz,, (I) cash sales, (2) fattening or feeding enter
prise, (3 ) increasing numbers of breeding stock, (U) shifting livestock
operations (for instance from late range to early shed lambing)5 and
(5) carrying larger reserves.
The last four outlets listed have one thing in common; a major addi-

-65tional cost or investment is required to realize any one. of them,,

Certain

difficulty is encountered, because of this common aspect, in following
through the budget method arid discount application which was used previ
ously, for any outlet other than cash sales0 The difficulty lies in
segregating the increment of income due the investment for the water
spreader from that attributed to the supplementary investment.
It is important to note that the water spreader is the foundation
upon which these other opportunities are presented.

Therefore, without

attempting to separate the increment of income to each respective invest
ment or input, an example will be laid out of one opportunity provided
by the surplus hay.
Disposal in the direction of an increased livestock enterprise shall
/
be followed. First, however, a set of assumptions must be presented for
.

the ranch budget before the water spreader was used.

It shall be assumed

that, with the purchase of hay as indicated, the ranch was in perfect
equilibrium regarding feed and livestock numbers, I«e, the ranges were
producing the maximum forage and were being grazed at a rate which fully
utilized this forage.

The budget for the ranch with a water spreader

merely replaced the purchased hay with home grown hay, thus leaving the
equilibrium point unchanged, '
Conditions for alternative budget - Now if the entreprenuer wishes
to increase his livestock enterprise, several alternatives are-available.
Since range resources are in maximum production and being fully utilized,
expansion may be based on the number of livestock that can be carried

the year around on•60 tons of hay.. Actually the grazing season would be
shortened to accommodate the increased number of grazing animals and the •
difference made up by feeding.the 60 tons of hay.
The 60 tons of alfalfa hay would be equal to approximately the equiv
alent of 200 ATJM1s of grazing which would carry an additional 16.6 All's
(83 sheep) per year.

U2/

Although this possibility should not be ruled

out, it is generally considered that hay is too costly to form the basis
of a range livestock operation.
The following budget shall follow another, alternativej that of
keeping the average hay requirement per sheep constant and adding AUM1s
of grazing.

The limiting factor here, of course, is that of obtaining

additional grazing.

Another set of conditions or assumptions must be

laid out concerning opportunities for expansion.
The entreprenuer can lease 2,000 acres of range land.for $735 per
year.

The grazing capacity is' 83 AU's (lj.15 sheep) per year.

The other

1
inputs needed, management, labor, and capital are available at the'same
rates used for the proceeding budgets.

■■=

General changes' in the ranch economy - Should the entreprenuer decide
to expand his operations by leasing the additional land his.costs in

52/

F. B. Morrison, Feeds and Feeding, Ithica, New York, The Morrison
Publishing Company, Twentieth Edition, pp. 95>U and 1006.. If a
cow (one AU) needs 10 lbs. of TDN for one day, the requirement for
one AUM would be 300 lbs. Alfalfa hay contains approximately 50,
per cent TDN's by weight. At this rate it would take 600 lbs. of
alfalfa hay to provide feed equivalent to one AUM of grazing.

general will rise.
'most inputs.

However5 greater efficiency should be realized for

For instance labor costs per sheep should decrease since

i
the ranch is still a «one band1’ outfit, providing the physical features
of the land are adaptable to grazing by a single band, and less labor
per animal will be required.

Assuming increasing returns to scaILe the

ranch will become a more efficient unit.
The safety margin for the ranch as a whole will be reduced since
there will be less surplus hay produced.

However, if the hay is fed at

the same rate as before there will still be production of approximately

22 tons of surplus hay in the average year.
The effect.of the water spreader and the expansion of livestock
operations, on the HRI - Following through the previously developed budg
ets the first pertinent change is"in the hay and crop budget.
the 60 tons of saleable hay there will be' somewhat less.

Instead of

To, determine

how much less, the, livestock budget must be adjusted and the new feed
requirement calculated.
The change in the livestock budget, by the addition of I|.l£ head of
sheep, is shown in Table XVI.

The addition to the various classes is

made in proportion to the numbers of sheep listed in the beginning inven
tory of the budget for a sheep ranch without a water spreader (Table III).
The total receipts for livestock and livestock products are increased
from $ 13$LiBl to $>18,288 as a result of the change in livestock numbers.
Recall that the average .of prices paid by farmers were used to deter
mine the value of inventories and livestock purchases.

Therefore the

Table XVI.

Kind

SHEEP
Yearlings
2-5 years
Aged
Lambs
Bucks
Wool

Inventory
To
Home
January I, Raise
To
Sales
Buy
Use
From
19U8
Unit Value Birth Unit Value No, Unit Value
209 $ 3972
71*9 11985

180
306
1*9
XX

POULTRY
Hens
Eggs (doz.)

37
XX

HORSES
Mature
Colts
TOTAL

2

1*591
1128

100

37

I

175

8

8
22

XX

I*

1*90

2
I

260
210

9

360

XX

22

200
1000
10656
308

XX 12839

61*19

I*
— «=»

25
125
791*

2

90

I*

180

30

30

—

37
XX

6

C3MS

—

300

— —

—

=— •

I*

—
=»=»

*=»'=

—

—

XX

XX

210

I

—

===■

5oo

■

3

==«—

2

$

— —

—

120
506

XX

—

7

—
—

—

12

XX
XX
XX
9
XX
XX

XX £2671*8

$2185

XX

1200
1*1*0

= C=

115
—

$2111

a<=

—

XX
XX
XX

—

2

70

XX $19663

11* 306 I 5811*
27 900 11*1*00
1210
1*7 121
—
166
21*90
1
*
6
1058
3
XX

$

1*10
81*35
-268
61*19

XX

2

—

-31*3
2615

100

90

180

—

—

7
XX

37
XX

XX
XX
XX
I
XX
XX

I

175

8

500

I*

1200
1*1*0

7

1*90

210

2

260
210

XX
XX
XX

-

I

7

2

30

37

280
20

XX $18288

$

-10
20
18288

68-

—

1800

XX
XX
XX
962
XX
XX

Inventory Total Receipts: Cash
December 31» Sales plus gain or
No.
191*8
loss in Inventory
Died Unit Value minus Purchases.

-

SWINE
Sows
Pigs

CATTLE
Milk Cows
Beef Cows
Heifers
Calves
Steers
Bull

Alternative Livestock Budget - Sheep Ranch With a Water Spreader - 191*8

-69actual cost of expanding the livestock operation is reflected in the
budget.
The adjusted feed requirements for the ranch, after expansion, are
shown in Table XVII.

An additional 38 tons of hay, IlU cwt. of grain,

and 2.6 tons of protein concentrate will be required.

This will have

the effect of cutting the cash sale of hay from 60 tons to 22 tons per
year.

The grain and the protein concentrate costs are added directly

to the feed expense.
Table XVII.

Kind
Sheep
Yearlings
2-5 years
Aged
Lambs
Bucks
Swine
Sows
Pigs
Poultry
Hens
Chickens
Cattle
Milk Cows
Beef Cows
Heifers
Calves
Steers
Bulls
Horses
Mature
TOTAL (lbs.)
TOTAL

The net effect on receipts for crops and hay will

Normal Feed Requirements - Sheep Ranch, 19U8, Carrying
Head of Sheep
Hay
Grain
Protein Cone.
No.
(lbs.)
(lbs.)
(lbs.)
209
180
306

36575
131075
31500
61200

h9

2U5oo

7k9

h cwt.
20 cwt.
37
100

300 lb. bft.
8
U
7
2
I

9
XX
XX

5125
18725
U500
9180
3675

— —

1800

—

9000

— —

3lU5
2500

—

9900
11200

56oo
6300
2120

738

600
300
8U0
— —

Uooo

335

36000

U5oo

359969
Tons 178

"6U 963
Cwt. 650

2717
9737
23W
3060
1225

—

—

225
80
IWl—
=D— >
= D=

60

=■=<*»

_ 19LLU
Tons 9.7

Jli.93

aoYOmr
be a reduction from $2281+ to $1638.
from $2175 to $3511.

The feed expenses will be increased

This increase includes the cash lease fee of $735

and the cost of minerals as well as the grain and protein concentrate.
The difficulty in determining the amount of additional labor for the
ranch with the additional 1+15 sheep is not easily resolved.

It is

certain that the labor requirements will not be increased in direct pro
portions to the increase in livestock numbers.

The Northern Great Plains

sheep ranch studies indicate about 5 hours per head, including shearing,
as the labor requirement for sheep on family operated ranches (approxi
mately 1,000 head of sheep).

1+3/

The most important increase in labor efficiency will come about in
herding.

The herding labor is spread over about 300 days per year.

At

10 hours per day this constitutes 3,000 hours labor per year.

Item

Days

Costs

Family labor
1:32.3
Shearing*
22.0
Other labor
508.5
TOTAL
“ 962.8
++Shearing is chargee on a per head basis.

$

0.00
1+1+3.00
2797.00
321+0.00

Before and after increasing livestock operations, sheep numbers were
1078 and 11+93.

The average labor requirement for herding then, is 2.78

and 2.01 hours per head respectively.

Assuming that there is no increase

in labor efficiency for miscellaneous labor (lambing, feeding, etc.) the
labor requirement drops from 5.0 to I+.3 hours per sheep.

1+3/

Gray and Baker, o£. cit., pp. 1+8-51

The lower labor

requirement rate is used in calculating the labor costs in Table ZVIII,
By averaging the beginning and ending inventories of each livestock
budget the average investment for livestock is .obtained for the two
scales of operation.

Assuming other inventories remain the same (feed,

machinery, etc,) the property taxes on livestock represents the only
increase to the tax cost.

The increase in livestock, valued at $6700,

will increase the tax.cost $101; ($1.5# per.$100).

The tax expense then,

will be $ 925.
Other expenses- will be increased but the increases will be small and
hard to determine„. The arbitrary increases are as followst

Power and machinery
Building depreciation
and repair
Miscellaneous
Livestock

1078 sheep
$ " 2539

ll;93 sheep
$ 2739

271
861;
117

321
1161;
'll;?

The increase in power and machinery costs covers such items as trucking
expense, tractor expense for cleaning yards and bams, and machinery
expense for feeding.

Most of the power and machineiy expense is accrued

by hay and crops and is not effected by the change in livestock numbers.
More livestock will probably require use of more buildings; thus the
increased expense of depreciation and repair.

Miscellaneous expense

covers camp supplies, fence repair material, branding paint, etc. which
will increase in various proportions to the increase in livestock numbers.
The important change in livestock costs will be in the form of more
shearing supplies and increased veterinary and medical needs.
The estimated income statement for the budget (Table XIX) indicates

-72an increase in NRI of $lU85 tjy adding Iil^ sheep to the hypothetical
ranch with a water spreader (Table XV).

This is just one possible oppor

tunity opened up by the water spreader investment.

In actuality the

entreprenuer would compile data of all the opportunities that were adapt
able to his conditions and test them out in a manner similar to that
above.
Table XIX. Estimated Income Statement - Sheep Ranch With Water Spreader_________________________ lii93 Sheep - 19U8________
RECEIPTS:

I.
2.

3.
U.
5.

Crops - Cash sales plus gain
or loss in inventory.
Livestock - Cash sales plus
gain or loss in inventory
minus purchases
Perquisites
Govt, payments Sc raise.
TOTAL RANCH RECEIPTS

$

1638
18288
898
195
$ 20979

EXPENSES:

6.
7«
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
lit.

Labor
Livestock
Feed, seed and leasing fees
Power and machinery
Building Depreciation and repair
Taxes
Miscellaneous
TOTAL RaNCH EXPENSES
NET RANCH INCOME
*

32UO
lit?
3511
2739
321
92$
116U
12047
8932

ALLOCATION OF NET RANCH INCOME
1$. Charge to real estate capital
$ltlt9lt6 @ #
16. Charge to working capital
$37937 @ 6%
17. TOTAL CHARGE TO CAPITAL
18. RETURN TO OPERATOR FOR LABOR
AND MANAGEMENT

2247

2276
4$23
S

4409

=■73"
PART III.

CONCLUSION

General Implications of the Study
Future demand for products of the range livestock industry rests with
population growth and domestic production and income.
point to a high level of demand for these products.

All indications .

Although national

production and income is at best uncertain5 population growth seems des
tined to continue.

Admittedly it is open to much speculation, but some

demographers consider it conceivable that the population of the United
States may double during the last half of the twentieth century as it did
’during the first half,

hk/

At any rate it is reasonable to expect that more and more economic
pressure will be exerted on grazing lands in the future.

From a general

observation of the Northern Great plains range country it is obvious that
much can be dope to improve the productivity of the region in response ■
to this pressure.
For ranchers - Many ranchers are overlooking remunerative investment
opportunities on their own holdings.

To illustrate this point, a well

balanced ranch was created in Southeastern Montana out of what was former
ly, Njust a piece of rangeland,” or at best a poor ranch.

The potential

capacity of this land had been there since the area was settled but it
was not until 19^7 that the development took place.

kh/

J. S. Davis, lfOur Changed population Outlook,” The American
Economic Review, XLII (June, 19^2), p. 3lS„

When the present entreprenuer took the spread over there was no well
developed hay land.

Hay was put up in only the most favorable years.

The

sheep were generally wintered in the badlands of .Western North Dakota.
The situation was socially and economically unstable and undesirable.
With the technical help .of the Soil Conservation Service and the
financial aid of the Production and Marketing Administration a flood
irrigation system was installed, the total outlay for the entreprenuer
being less than $1,000.

By 1951 this system was flood irrigating II4.O

acres of land and hay requirements for the ranch were, more than being met.
The supply of alfalfa hay made it possible to lamb three weeks earlier
than formerly and the ranch became a well balanced unit.
Although the above "success story"' type of information is not very
valuable to a rancher operating .under given conditions, it does serve to
illustrate a point.

The development of the ranch illustrated above was

probably economically justified many years ago.

The failure of an opera

tor to recognize such opportunities is costly to society as well as to
the entreprenuer.
This study suggests one method by which a rancher can evaluate a
prospective investment for a range or ranch improvement.

Although the

method illustrated is long and time consuming, ,problems as complex as
this are not amenable to an easy solution. 'Only.careful study and analy*

v

1

■

sis will determine the feasibility of investments for range and ranch
.

improvement, particularly those near the borderline between feasibility
and non-feasibility.

~75=.
Two important considerations have been left out of the analysis thus
far, vizoj technical aid furnished by several government agencies and

■ !

financial aid from the Production and Marketing Administration and the
Bureau of land Management.
The soil Conservation Service furnishes technical assistance to
ranchers free of charge.

Surveys and soil tests plus past experience form,

the basis for determining physical feasibility of flood irrigation pro
jects.

Cropping recommendations are made, probable yields are forecast,

and construction costs are estimated.

From here on it is the job of the

entreprenuer to determine the economic feasibility.
The Bureau of Land Management provides similar assistance to ranchers
using BLM land.

In addition to technical service the BLM pays about 70

per cent of the costs of construction on BLM land.

The range user pays

the remaining 30 per cent.
Payments are made by the PMA on approved projects.
were authorized as follows for Montana:'
(1) Birt work - up to
yard.

For 1952 payments

1|5/

IOf0 of average cost not to exceed 120 per cubic

(2) Concrete - up to $12 per cubic yard.
(3) Rubble masonry. - up to $.7 per cubic yard.
(U) ^ipe work - up to 5d$ of average cost.

US/ .United States Department of Agriculture, Production and Marketing
Administration, 1952 Agricultural Conservation Program for Montana,
1061 (Mont. 52) -I, 1952.
—
~ —

:

=Y^cai
These payments vary considerably among counties depending upon the
action of county PMA.- committeese

In the first place, the payments for

water spreaders need not be included in the county list of approved prac
tices.

Thus no authorization at all would be made for such payments.

Secondly, the county committee sets average cost rates for various jobs
which effects the rates of payment.

The best, advice for the entreprenuer

is to check with the local PMA office to find out what financial aid, if
any, is available.
With technical aid to determine probable yields and construction
costs, it is hoped that the methodology, as presented, will provide a
guide for determining the economic feasibility of a project.

Although

many alterations will probably be made to fit the method to a given set
of conditions the basic principles are laid out and with modifications,
can be made to fit any evaluation of investment ■ for land improvement.
For land administrative agencies - The hypothesis that there is a
considerable amount of land with possibilities for water spreader develop
ment is substantiated by the BIM.

In a recent report they estimate that

there are 2,IiOQjOOO acres of Federal range land, in the United States, .
suitable for water spreader structures.

Ij6/ This phase of range improve

ment is an important part of the BLM!s plan to increase the carrying
capacity of the Federal range by 30 per cent. . h l /

"

United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management,
Rebuilding The Federal Range, (U.S. Government Frintirig Office)
Washington, B.C., 1951.

kl/

See Ibid., p. 21.

U6/
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Up to this point a basic assumption has been the entreprenuers* de- •
sire to maximize profits,

public agencies, in the field of land manage

ment, are concerned with more than maximizing individual profits.

Their

goal should be more nearly in line with maximizing returns to society.
Maximization of individual profits may not always be compatible with this.
However, the first step in achieving an understanding of the problem
should be to determine the point at which investment for land improvement
becomes unprofitable to the entreprenuer within the framework of the firm.
From this point on, public investment may be, warranted in the interests
of social welfare since society normally has a lower discount rate and/or
a longer time span for investment than the private entreprenuer,
This study, then, should be of interest to public land administrative
agencies as a part of the over-all determination of land development poli
cies,

Its use in this capacity will be similar to that use made by a

private rancher,
Limitations of The Stucfer
The budget method - Budgets have innate weaknesses which"should be
recognized, viz, (I) they are somewhat unreliable due to uncertainty of
yields and prices, (2) budget construction requires considerable time and
some training, (3) they are particularly weak in,areas of high fluctua-'
tions of weather conditions (this weakness may be partially overcome by •
making special adaptations regarding probabilities) and •(U) they require
a -trial and error approach,

W

U8/'

A„_E, Anderson, op. cit., pp, 67-68,

=
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In spite of these weaknesses the budget does provide a tool whereby
the entreprenuer may -catalogue his available resources, combine them with
his expectations for the future, and arrive at a numerical measure of ant
icipated profits.

Certainly it is better than the alternative approaches

of guessing or Hshooting in the dark**1 and of being led by custom.
Lack of information constitutes the most serious limitation to the'
budget method section of the study.

Water flow data, soil responses to

water, crop'responses to different soil and water conditions, native
vegetational changes and production responses, and sedimentation condi
tions are a few of the factors about which there is little data published
for the area being studied.

For that reason this investigation was of

necessity, built upon rather tenuous assumptions.
Suggestions For Further Research
One factor that wap very evident throughout the course of the study
was the lack of basic information.

More research is needed to fill in

these gaps.
Water rights - One of the most troublesome areas of the problem is
the lack of a uniform procedure for filing water rights„ Some agricultur
al workers.advise filing water rights before undertaking a water spreader
■development.

It has been reported that some FMA committees require that

water rights be filed before payments can be made.’ In contrast, the BLM
is not filing water rights on water for their flood irrigation projects
in Montana,

They are basing their action on a statement by the Montana

State Attorney General to the effect that water rights are automatically

■ =79”
established by anyone making beneficial use of the water.
The question of rights on flood water is complex.

U9/

In many cases

ranchers are reluctant to straighten out water right entanglements and as
a result the situation becomes more confused.

For instance one case was

noted in Eastern Montana where a water spreader, built between 1900 and
1910, has become inoperative due to lack of water.
was installed water rights were filed.

At the time the system

In the meantime, the ranch changed

hands, additional structures were installed on the watershed, and the
original water spreader became inoperative.

Now, after five to ten years

of non-use the operator wishes to check into his water rights but is
reluctant to do so because of the consequences to his neighbors above him.
In other cases rights were never filed and th6 problem, is even more
confused.

Holders of unrecorded rights must depend upon testimony given

in court to determine the date of the beginning of their right.

E>0/

In .

most cases a complaint is necessary to engender such action.
Water measuring device - There is definitely a need for a tool with
which to estimate water flow from ephemeral streams.

A Parshall flume

I4.9/

From an interview of Mr, Andrews, Bureau of Land .Management,
Billings, Montana, July I?, 195)2..

50/

T. Moffet Gilkerson, Montana Water'Rights Administration, Montana
State College, Dept, of Agric. Economics, Thesis (M.S;.) June., 19UU,
Po 37.

=-80=
and an automatic water stage recorder have been used in Eastern Mon=
,tana

5>l/ for this purpose but such a device would not ordinarily be

available to a.rancher*

Perhaps a detailed schedule showing the relation

ship of specific soil typess vegetation? surface area,, topography, and
rainfall would be useful in determining the amount of runoff water avail
able for irrigation*
' Public benefits from water spreaders - Nothing has been said, up to
this point on the justification for the expenditure of public money for
water spreader development*

In some instances there is definitely justi==

fication for the use of public money.

As an example, the water spreaders

above the large Federal dams in the Southwest are making a valuable con
tribution by retarding silt formation behind the clams*

$2/

In many cases water spreaders serve as an important deterrent to
soil erosion.

Also water spreaders may be classed as a flood control

measure and in that capacity they return a benefit to society.

More re

search is needed to determine the circumstarices under which the expendi
ture of public money is justified.

£1/

0» TT. Monson and. J. R* Quesenberry, .Range Improvement Through
Conservation of Flood Waters, Montana Agric* Experiment
Station Bulletin 3^0, July, I9I4.O5 p. 6*1

£2/

See Hubbell and Gardiner, op* cit„, pp* 2^-2?, also Preface*
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AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF RANGE WATER SPREADERS IN MONTANA
Operators Name____________ ;
________

Address

_______________ ______

Sec.
s Twp 0
s Rge 0
s County
■ ■
-S1. •
■"
"
The object of this study is to develop a methodology for the

Headquarters?

■■

economic evaluation of capital investments for range improvements»

In

order that the study be as realistic as possible the concrete case of ,
water spreaders will be used for the evaluation.
confidentialo

This interview is ;

,

A 0 Physical aspects.
I 0 How
How
How
How

much land is your spreader designed to irrigate?
______
many feet of dikes are there in the system?;
________ '
large are the dikes?
______ ■
________
long and of what size are the ditches?1
________

2 0 How large is the watershed area?________ .
3.

________

What structures are there on the watershed?______ ________

U0 When was the spreader, built?:_________

'_______ _

What vegetatibnal changes have taken place that you have
''
noticed?

S0

___

What silt formation has taken place and what has been the
effect on the spreader?_______ ____________ ^
______

•

'

■ -837o

How long do you think the spreader will last without major
changes in construction? .

8,

'

____ ____________ ________

.

Soil on spreader sites
Surface type and depth________ .

_______

Subsoil type_____________ ______________________

9 o What is the general yegetational type and condition on the
watershed area?

___

.

IO 0 What kind of a diversion system is used to irrigate the
sprehder?

(size, yards of dirt, etc.)

Date of construction_________________

________
,

____ _

11« .Effective irrigation by spreaders
Does the spreader flood every year from snow melt?
If not how many has it missed?
How many times has the spreader failed to flood at least
once from rainfall?_____________________________ _________ _
How many years has it flooded more than once from rainfall?
_____________________More ■than twice?

____ _

How effective is the spreader if it floods only from snowmelt?'

NOTESs

B 0 Economic aspectss
Ie Initial cost of spreaders
Contractor

$________

Construction performed by ranchers

S
s Operator1s

S
S

Hired

t

-’

S

S

Tractor hours S
Other items

Total

2,

S
Cost

, /
S

S
Man hours

S
s

8
S
■2

2 I

S

*

S

S'

8

S

S '

s

S

■8

2

S

S

2

2

:

%

8, $

s'

Maintenance' costss
Regular annual operations $
Man hours_____

■_____ _ Tractor hours

Use of other equipment

_____

■

•--- ---- ------------- ----- ------------ ----------- -----TSpecial operations (dollars or machine and labor inputs)

3«

Government benefit payments.received for building the spreader.

Rate of payment,
Uo

______ __ ________________

What other costs have been incurred supplementary to the
spreader (reseeding, fencing, land preparation, etc„)___

5 » How many man hours are required to operate the spreader per
day when run off water is entering the system?_____________

Ce General questions^ ,
Io

What has been the effect of the spreader on the ranch stability?
Tons of hay produced,

■

~

AUM1S grazing on spreader o '
Class of stock grazed on s

____________ _
________________ _

p

r

e

a

d

e

r

.

____ _

Do you carry more stock now than before the spreader was
. developed?______ _______ - • How many? .

'

-

Dpes the spreader result in a better finish of the cattle
turned off the range?

_ ■-

_______________ _

Years short of hay with spreader

W ithout .

Death losses with spreader

W ithout

_______

Weight and number of animals turned off with spreader
Without

'- 86-

NOTESs

2 0 ■Do you think the spreader would have been more successful if
the initial investment had been greater thereby cutting down
annual maintenance and hours of labor for irrigation? ,

3o

On the.basis of your experience do you think there were other
investment opportunities at the time you developed your
.
spreader which may have been more profitable to you (purchase
of land, reseeding, fencing, water development, etc.)?.

Enumerator

Date of record
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